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A CCORDING to carefully prepared, stati
f\ of the American Bankers' Association,
^ izen of New York City, "strolling abou
streets, is 36 times more liable to be sho
knocked on the head than if he took a sir
stroll in London, which .has) a somewhat bij
population.

And if the reader of this paragraph select:
streets of Chicago for his walk, the chanc*
100 times greaterxof losing his pocketbook

1 perhaps find himself in the mo
than they would be in London.

About the same comparison h|
true between our, big cities and
Hn, Germany's largest city, and P|
the wickedest .city in France.

Nothing happens in this wi
without a reason. Aside from
ill-advised laws which prison]
•formers and sentimentalists

r Mr* Maude Bauer, the Attractive Young Mother,
Who Was Cruelly Shot to Death on Staten hlandL
*,iid Whose Murderer Was Convicted by. the Use
of th« French Detective Methods of Identifying
the Bullets in Her Body as Having Positively Been

Fired from the Suspected Man'* Pistol

CHAPTER IIL
f Concluded from Lzst Sunday)
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W HEN the police of Austria are baffled by a
specially puzzling crime they order one of
their college professors to leave his class

room and catch the criminal for them—and he
usually does it. ,

Austria has neither the^ Meldwesen, that huge,
' almost automatic crime detecting machine of the
systematic Germans, nor the staff of highly trained
scientific specialists of Scotland Yard or the French
.Surete, but the professors fill the breach with aston-
ishing success.

It has been found that these learned nien required
no great amount of special training to become Sher-
lock Holmeses in real life. A little science is a dan-
gerous thing. The Austrian criminal who is scien-
tific enough to baffle the police finds that the in-
genious tricks which fooled them are the very things
•which'make him an easy prey for the real scientist. '

About 2 o'clock one warm Summer morning re-
cently Frau Rudolf Falk, the wife of a well-to-do
merchant living outside of Vienna, was awakened by
the moaning of. her husband. She was a heavy
sleeper, and opened her eyes with the impression
that she had been hearing these sounds for some
time. She tried to arouse him, but he could only'
make incoherent sounds, and seemed to be in great
pain. Frau Falk was the more frightened because
she knew that her husband was suffering from heart
disease.

Rushing to the telephone, she tried to get the
family physician, but this took so long that she ran
upstairs-to summon Toni Herzog, a young medical
student who was living with them.

Herzog would know what to do until the doctor
arrived, but to her dismay the young man had not
yet come home. It was Sunday morning, her daugh-
ter was on a visit, and the sen-ants had been given a
holiday over the week-end. The -worried woman
was about to run back to the telephone when she
heard Toni's voice, singing on his way home. Frau
Falk screamed from the window to him, and he came
bounding up the stairs.

One of the important things a medical student is
taught is that he must take command in emergencies
and act with decision and authority. This he did
With one quick glance at the sufferer, he ordered
the wife to stay at the telephone until she got that
doctor or another, and that meanwhile he would give
a hypodermic of strychnine to keep that weak heart
going. With a speed that would have done credit
to any physician, he got his needle and jabbed it into
the arm of Herr Falk, but in spite of it the man was
dead when the doctor arrived. A little later came
an inspector of police from the city.

The physician said that death had evidently been
caused by heart failure, but could not tell just what
had brought on the attack. He approved of the
strychnine. Nobody suggested anything but natural
causes, and yet some sort of sixth sense that all
good policemen have made that inspector uneasy

D*V R- E. House, the Inventor of th»- "Truth Serum," Asking Questions of a Patient
Wliile a Stenographer Takes Down the Answers — --Which Dr. House Has

-Repeatedly Demonstrated Can Be: Nothing But the Truth/

An autopsy showed a confused condition of'things.'
There>.was no poison in the stomach, no traces of

any drug except the moderate dose of strychnine;
also there was no wound on the body except that one
needle prick on.the arm. Yet there were certain
congestions of some of the blood vessels which the
coroner could not quite understand. There appeared
to be no motive for foul play: Th£ inspector checked
up the stories of all concerned and found them cor-
rect, including that of Toni, the medical student, that
he had Just come from a card party.

If anything was wrong it was beyond the inspec-
tor's powers to fathorrvit, so he called on Dr. Jeserich
of the faculty of Vienna University, who came to the
house with two black bags, containing not only the
mysterious chemicals and instruments of the koora-
tory, but even books and colored pictures. At his
orders the body had been brought back and placed
in the same position in bed from which the coroner
had taken it'.

After general questioning, the scientist's first act
was to examine the needle which Toni had used and
which, like everything else in the chamber of death,
had been, at the inspectors orders, left untouched.
Strychnine and nothing else had been used in that
syringe, and it was quite evident that Herr Falk was
dying before the hypodermic was given. Though it

and other specimens preserved in
alcohol. Dr. Jeserich helped him-
self to the smallest of these bottles^

.setting it on the table with a'warn-
ing, "Don't touch that!" •

Entering Toni's closet, he exam-
ined'the papers in the pockets of the
clothes, selected tv/o and a small
pad of paper on which there was no writing at all.

-Then he carefully scrutinized the shoes on the closet
floor and took one pair.

Noting these things,'Frau Falk was .moved to
remind the busy professor that she and her husband
loved Toni like a son, and th^t he was living there
because he was about to marry thfeir only ̂ daughter,
Emmy, who would inherit everything they had. She
had told him this before, but she did it again, &> he
would realize that the youth had no motive for harm-
ing the decea^Pi. As the professor only nodded
absently, she added the clinching bit of information
that Toni had money of his own—in fadt, only re-

" cently had given Herr Falk some to invest for him.
"Really!" said Dr. Jeserich, showing interest in

her chatter at last. "Then your husband must have
had a ledger or some memorandum around the house
in whic'i. those sums were entered. May I see it?"

Frau Falk gladly got it for him,-and with the

(A)—Micro - Photograph of the
Cartridge Shell, Showing Peculiar
Imprint of the Firing Pin on the
Firing Cap in the Centre of the
Shell Found on the Floor of the

Railway Train.--'
(B)-T-Photographic Enlargement
of a Shell Fired from-the Su»^
pected Man's - Automatic Pistol,
Showing the Same Peculiar ISTV
print of-the Firing Pin on ilin SheH,

could not have been the cause of death, the professor .ledger, the blank pad,- the pair of shoes, the little
was keenly interested in that needle, and made Frau -bottle and his black bags he locked the door on him-
Falk, in pantomime, show him exactly what moves self for some time. Once he stuck his head" out to
the young man had made as he administered it.- She whisper a few words to the inspector, who looked
could do this because she had watched him anxiously pleased and relieved and stepped out for a few min-
from the telephone^ utes. But what pleases a policeman does not neces-

Next Dr. Jeserich examined the needle puncture sarily please everyone else. He was glad because he
with ^magnifying glass, and shook his head. Then now knew that he had not called the scientist on a
he looked at the bed sheets, and retired with one of fool's errand,
them into another room, where his black bags were. Meanwhile Fraulein Emmy arrived, and was on
When he gave the sheet back the bereaved woman
noticed that a considerable piece had been cut out
of it.

The next move was a look at Toni's room while
that young man was away. The inspector as well, as
the widow were surprised at the speed with which
the man of science went through the medical stu-

hand when at last Professor Jeserich came out to
make his report.

"Both you ladies 'must^prepare yourselves for
another blow," said he. "The man who caused Herr
Faik's death is Toni Herzog, the man you all loved!"

"Impossible!" cried both women together.
I_will prove it to you," promised Dr. Jeserich,

dent's effects and at the things he took away with "but first I will show you why I suspected him.
him. The room v/as f u l l of books, instruments, ana- arrived with an open mind, looking for oddities—
tomical charts, and a shelf held a number of organs anything that seemed strange. You will remember

that I h ad'y.ouri Frau Falk, show
just how young'Herzog worked wl
he gave that/hypodermic. In
anxiety it did not occur to you thj
was a curious performance for hii
pull the bed away from the, wal
order to get at your husband's ai

"Why didn't he take the other
which would have been much quic
and handier, as he could haye'k|
on the bed instead of pulling it
A man in a great hurry, as- Hei

\ v ' -
was, must have had a stran&e rej

--for taking so much unnecessary p
to use one arm rather than the ot\
It was odd. It was unnatural.

"A needle puncture is such a si
'thing that I could think of notl
that it could cover up but an"oi
puncture, and so I suspected thai
knew of aii earlier one/the .one
did the killing. On the sheet I fo!
a.drop of blood on that side 'of 1
bed and examined it under the mi
scope. ' Among the dried corpus)
and plasma lay a small short brie
which might have taken some timl
identify if my first guess had not b]
right.
' "Turning to the plates in.one oi

entomology books, which are pai
my field equipment, I saw, as I
pected, .that this""bristle came fj
one of the eight legs of a scorpj
Already I had made certain that
active man could with no troubh
all have climbed the trellis to the o'i
window, reached in and placed
poisonous insect on Herr Falk's a|

"One of the first effects of a scorpion's venoi
to paralyze the organs of speech, and that is pj
ably why you heard only incoherent sounds from
dying man. But scorpion's poison, like that of
snakes, is by no means; sure death to a full-gi
person unless the heart is weak. If the attempt
failed the sting w.ould probably have been attribi
to a spider bite. Even if Toni Herzog had been
pected the thing would have seemed trivial, hai
like a serious attempt at murder. Nothing w<
have been.done about it. Poisoners are the craft
and most cold-blooded of murderers."

"Can you hold one of those things in your finj
so he can't sting you ?" asked the inspector.

"Yes," said the professor. "They are sha]
like a. little lobster, the sting is in the tail, an
understand it can,be done, but he did not take
such chances climbing in the dark.' He wore tl
rubber gloves that are lying carefully washed on|
wash basin, surgeon's gloves he uses for dissect
cadavers.

"Now, after applying the scorpion to Herr Fa|
arm Ton! slipped hurriedly down to the ground, c*
ful to keep the insect between his gloved fing|
quietly let himself into the house and went to
rc-om. There he dropped the creature into a li|
bottle of alcohol, but he w^as nervous, as murdei
always are, and in a hurry,'and so he scraped a
more of those tell-tale hairs off on the edge of
bottle, where 1 found them."

"Why didn't he cut it into little pieces and thi
it. down the wash bowl V demanded Emmy, who "
been showing signs of impatience. "If he was rei
guilty he wouldn't keep evidence like that carefl
preserved'in alcohol for you to find."

"An impulsive murderer would have destro
the evidence, but poisonejf-s are planful," answel
Dr. Jeserich. "Live scorpions, snakes and such d|
geroiis things are rare, and he knew that in cas

Scientific! Methods Successfully
Detective Bureaus of Germany, &&

Vf —-

[a into our American statutes, which coddle :
st our criminals and have made "revolving •

of our prisons, there are other very sub-
reasons to -explain .the perpetual crims
America. / ,- ' . ,. .

rscience has come to the aid of mankind in -
icr fields of human endeavor, so also scien-- .̂
lethod has been applied to the detection alid

of criminals, and one reason why a crirai- ..-•
reer is not as popular and profitable in the
cities abroad is well illustrated by the exam-
jiven on this page of how the detective -
is'of the great cities of Europe apply the
fees of modern science to their problems,

and unknown,, for the most part, to the
of the United States*

fme is more common in big American cities
»e the criminal has learned that the machinery
[action and capture is not highly perfected

id if he does get caught his chances of con-
and severe punishment are very small,

(cm the authorities could easily trace this%one
In that event it would be much better to

te insect to show as a harmless specimen in

detour to your window left no footprints,
i,he could go all'the way on stone flags. He
jful man; but in the darkness he did not no-

it* someone had spilled a little plum jam on
under the window, and that he stepped iifit.

[el of one of his shoes I have in there ̂ betrays

>wever, it did not suit Toni's plans that Herr
tould die in his sleep. He wanted you, Frau

|o wake up and-call him, so he could give first
hide the .sting with his needle. So he went

lin and :came ;back singing'in a loud voice."
nd yo^u .would hang Toni on that little evi-
"* cried Emmy scornfully.' "You haven't

j any motive,"
ie motive was money," said the professor,
is your fathers ledger, with entries of the

[e owed Toni. Look."
lU Falk gasped'in astonishment. "I^did not
It .was as much as that."
[wasn't," replied the man of science, '"Toni
these amounts from 100 marks to 400,000

[and again from 500 to 55,000. It looks like
>ct bit of forgery, but it isn'tV .Herr Falk per-
jn using old-fashioned iron-gall ink, while Toni
iis alterations with more modern vanadin ink.

Se had to raise the notes which I found in his
to correspond, and there, too, chemistry re-

Ihe forgery. In that particular he was care-
IX think our case against the young man is -
>te."

Ie inspector nodded his head. ,
[ot quite," answered the girl with quivering
..et me tell you this, and mother will confirm

lather had promised on our wedding day to
lus a present of just about that very amount
J you say Toni is trying to steak Can you ex-
that?"
[e scientist looked at her sadly.
rell," he said, "I suppose you might as w,ell
[t all right now. Toni Herzog never intended

you, because he could "not marry you. He
idy married. When he writes his-wife he

Itly uses a har.d pencil, which .was a mistake,
}Q the impression of the words of his last letter

are still legible on the clean, white sheet of
id. You can read it yourself."
mlein Emmy Falk looked at the paper a mo~
md turned white. With a gesture of surrender
ft the room. This is what she read:

lose your patience. The separation is as
|or me as for you; But think of what we gain,
lon't be silly and jealous. You must surely
it I am not going to commit 'bigamy*

"TONI/*'
[nd now," said Dr. Jeserich, consulting his

"I have just time to get to my 2 o'clock lec-
And he looked inquiringly at the inspector,

[hey arrested Herzog when he came out of the
il school half an hour ago," said the inspector,
course, the American college professor can be
rith just as telling effect, and he occasionally

Two years ago the police of Staten Island,
rork, had to solve the mystery of who murdered
[aude A. Bauer. The pretty young matron had

|;erribly beaten, thrown into a swampy place,
someone finally shot her to death. • There was

jice that she had accepted a ride from a man in
sedan,-and suspicion pointed to Harry L.

[an, one of many owners of such a car.
Ie evidence against him was almost entirely
istantial, but he was convicted and sentenced
inty years' Jmprisonnient because Professor

of Bowdoin College, brought his
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Di&gulsed Letter byxa
Blackmailer, Who

Accidentally Left a.
TKumbprint on the
Top of the Sheet/

—And—
Enlarged

Micro-Photograph
of the Thumbprint,

Which Revealed
Clearly the Lines

Which Directed the
Police to the Guilty

Party.

science into the court
room. It was mute evi-
dence, but all the more
terrible for that reason,
because it could not be

PhotorMicroscopic Camera Used for Microscopic Enlargement in Police Work.

trapped nor bullied on the witness stand. Dr. Whit-
tier proved that the pistol owned by the defendant
fired the bullets that killed Mrs. Bauer, and that no
other pistol on earth, even of the same make, and
calibre, could have fired them.

Two empty shells had been found near the body,
where the murderer's automatic pistol had ejected
them. ,There were no human fingerprints on these
shells, but the pistol in firing them had put its. own
signature and print on each shell. When the ham-
mer of a pislol falls the firing pin darts but and stabs
the cap of the cartridge, causing it to explode.

These firing pins, to the naked eye, look like per-
fectly rounded blunt needles. But they are not
perfectly rounded. No manufacturer can make one
peiiectly rounded, nor can two be made alike, any
more than nature ever makes two thumbs precisely
alike. Professor Whittier, who is a descendant of
the same family as the poet Whittier, took enlarged
micro-photographs of the little holes in the caps of
the two exploded cartridges and one of the firing pra
belonging-to the pistol of the accused. • "^

Putting the photograph of the pin and of eithe?
of the holes together, it was instantly apparc it that
every groove, projection and unevenness on the pin
fitted exactly into a corresponding pi*ojection or de-
'pression in the hole. On the witness stand Dr
Whittier testified:

"The two shells found near the body of Mrs.
Bauer could not have been exploded by any other
pistol than the one put in evidence in this case, the
Hoffman pistol.

"We tested other 25 calibre automatics and com-
pared the microscopic photographs of their pins and
of the exploded shells and with those of the Hoffman
pistol and the shells found near Mrs. Bauer.

"There is not the slightest doubt in my mind that
the pistol that fired these two shells was the pistol
here exhibited for the prosecution. Every firing pin
is microscopically different. The markings are
stamped on the primers just as a seal is stamped on
the wax. Its ridges make furrows on the surface of.
the shell;"

Then the bullet itself was shown, taken from the
body of Mrs. Bauer. On its steel jacket was a
scratch, and in the pistfol barrel the steel splinter
that caused the scratch. Common lead bullets bear
^a much clearer signature of the rifling of the weapon
that fired them. All barrels-of rifles and pistols
when new and clean look alike, but they are not,
and each stamps its own peculiarities on every bullet
that passes through.

A man who had shot and killed another man
maintained that he had only fired at the sidewalk to
frighten people away, and that the bullet had
bounded upward and struck the man accidentally.
This was entirely possible, but the bullet itself em-
phatically said "No." It showed a clean nose,
whereas if it had richocheted from the sidewalk's
bricks that nose must have been badly battered.

This application of science to the identification
of markings on bullets and shells from the weapons
that discharged them was conceived by Monsieur
Edouard Bayle, an expert technician of the French
Surete Police. It was first applied several years ago
when the fast Marseilles express was boarded 'by
three masked bandits, Nwho robbed the passengers
and killed one of the officers who resisted then..
They escaped by leaping from the car window, and

^one of the suspected robbers, named Charrier, was
arrested 'shortly aft°r in Pixris and an automatic
pistol \vas icund. in his pocket.

Reaching Through the Window and Holding in Bis
Hands, Protected by Heavy Gloves, a Squirming
Scorpion, Young Herzog Brought the Poisonous Crea-
ture in Contact with the Sleeping Victimfs Arm. With
a Slirtht Puncture the Wriggling Insect Dezwsited Its

Fatal Poison, and fnstantly Herzog Withdrew
Into the Darkness.

i
On the floor of the train a shell was picked up

by the alert police, and this was the only definite
clue—and without the work of Bayle, the police
technician, would have been a worthless clue.

Measuring, weighing and photographing the bul-
let, Bayle was able to prove that it was the kind of
bullet which the pistol fired. In studying a greatly
enlarged micro-photograph of the end of the cart-
rid'ge shell, Bayle was able to see a very distinct
pattern marked on the firing cap by the impact of
the firing pin. Slipping some shells into the pistol

'found in Charrier's pocket, the technician fired sev-
eral shots and then made microscopic photographs,
which showed the same peculiar pattern, on all the
priming caps-—precisely like the one on the shell
picked up in the railway car. This was sufficient
evidence to convince the jury and send Charrier to
the guillotine.

Criminals have a proper dread for detective sci-
. ence and strive h-ard to outwit it. But science has

a thousand eyes, and it is almost .impossible to pull
the wool over all of them. A blackmailer recently
took great pains with an anonymous letter. He had
a fountain pen and stationery of his own, but was too
clever to use them. He bought a stamped envelope
from a postoffice, knowing that it was like millions
of others and could not be traced; got a sheet of
paper, nobody knows where, stole a pen from a hotel
writing room and bought an ordinary bottle of ink.
After the letter was written he threw the pen and
ink awiay. »

Knowing that in case he was suspected a hand-
writing expert could easily identify his writing, he
was careful to print every letter-of it. Finally he
posted the.letter in a letter box far from his resi-
dence. But they caught him just the same, because
he unintentionally signed that letter with a finger-
print which the chemicals of the detectives' labora-
tory brought to light just above the word "dirty."

The United States has no central office, like Scot-
land Yard or the Meldwesen, where crime detection
for the entire country can be controlled. New York,
Chicago and Los Angeles polrce have no authority
over each other except by courtesy* Even if it were

Continued on Page 22


